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Sebastian Entrance Fishing is an amazing experience. Sebastian Island is a unique waterway that connects the Atlantic Ocean and the Indian River lagoon together with the help of a man-made entrance that was finally fully built in 1924. Captains at Fin and Fly Fishing Charters have spent
their entire lives fishing these waters from deep-sea fishing to coastal fishing, exploring this diverse fishing and migrating species of fish in it. If you prefer to stay inland, fishing the coastal Sebastian waterway entrance, then we also got you covered by one of our Scythian boat flats. Just a
few species to call on your deep-sea fishing charter around Sebastian's entrance of kingfisher, mahi mahi, kobia, tarpon, red perch, amberjack, sailfish, wahoo, shark, bonita, goliath perch, barracuda and more. Fishing the coastal side of Sebastian's entrance can be found snooker, redfish,
sea trout, black drum, and tarpon. You won't be disappointed with Fin and Fly Fishing Charters and our level of customer service and fishing knowledge while on your next Sebastian entrance fishing charter with us. Call us, we will be happy to help you with any questions or problems. In
addition, our charters are childish and family. Book Your Journey Inshore Fishing Charters Include: Fishing License Park allows Spin Gear/Fly Gear bait and lures Cooler with ice Photos of your catch What to bring: Rain Gear Sunscreen Hat Polarized Sunglasses Snacks/Lunch Drinks
Camera Choice (if you prefer to take your own photos as well) Captain Gina BradleyFishing under Sebastian Bridge entrance at night some of my earliest memories I know what you think, so let me clarify; Richard took me fishing for a snook while I looked patiently. His passion for fishing is
strangely combined with his desire to spend time with me. Nothing has changed except that we spend days and nights fishing on our boat and I would have had no other way. Richard's love of water and the outdoors quickly passed on to me. He has led me fishing in every famous place on
the east coast of Florida over the years, and Sebastian is still one of my favorites. None of us knew that his fascination with the outdoors would quickly lead him to become one of sebastian's best full-time entrance fishing guides. The autumn season of Snook 2020 opens on September 1
and ends on December 15 this year. Sebastian Entrance is one of Florida's premier snook fishing destinations. Book a fishing trip with Captain Richard Bradley from Fishing. For more information on snook fishing regulations and seasons go to the Florida Wildlife Commissions website.
There are 55 days left before the start of the snooth season December 15, 2020. With Orlando just an hour away, Richard began his early fishing charters taking Orlando residents and visitors to night fishing during the fall months for snooth. His night fishing quickly overlapped in the
backwaters, and he added the adventures of daytime fishing to his repertoire. There are many Sebastian Entrance Fishing Guides, but only a handful can claim that they have been guided for thirty years. Very few can match his knowledge and abilities to put his anglers on many of our
coastal species. While snooker seems to be the main target fish near Sebastian, they also have the best trophy of sea trout fishing in the world. Louisiana has a number of sea trout, our climate and the breed's largest habitat. As the seasons change, redfish, tarpon, jacks, mangrove perch,
and even flounder become a focal point for anglers. It seems there is always something biting at Sebastian's entrance and it is the nearby waters. Richard and I took a morning to go fishing in the Sebastian area recently and took a picture of our adventure. If you are looking for a good
fishing date, feel free to call me on a date with my Sebastian Entrance Fishing Guide. There are two large Florida campsites located near Sebastian's entrance recreational area. South of Sebastian is the entrance of the Pelican Island National Wildlife Refuge with its thriving population of
brown and white pelicans, pink spoons and woody storks. You can be within sight of these local Floridian birds while they nest or even see manats and dolphins while you are on the Indian river fishing lagoon. There are two museums in the park. The Sebastian Fishing Museum describes
the family fishing industry that flourished here until the 1990s. On the site of the Spanish Salvor camp, the Maclarty Treasure Museum, a fascinating look at the history of the 1715 treasure fleet opens. Although we now have a daughter living in Sarasota, Florida, we still have to sometimes
return to the East Coast to fish with Captain Richard. For years he always considered fish for us and made things very interesting. He is also one of the kindest people we have ever met and always makes us feel very welcome. And of course we still like to keep up with Gina. What would
men do without their wives??? Joan Taylor Hello, my dad took me to Sebastian's entrance in the 1960s when the road was nothing more than a rut of dirt road on the waterfront bridge to a parking lot under the span. There was a small tackle and bait shop called The Crow's Nest, which had
an orange box on a pedestal and a sign of danger with a skull and crossed bones pronouncing Baby Rattlers... DON'T FEED.' Of course, as a curious pre-teen, I had to get close enough, Look through the hardware fabric to see the deadly young snakes. After gathered enough courage to
look into the box, I was embarrassed to see the plastic the baby rattles on display and for a moment asks why. I spent my childhood years traveling in the entrance with my family and friends and learning to surf and fish while jumping wharf rocks and swimming in the tide pool. Since then,
Sebastian has become an excellent public park with cobbled parking lots, a small restaurant and campsites. The expansion of the north wharf a few years ago ruined the once excellent break for surfing, but for the most part, improvements have been a significant improvement in beauty and
public access. If you have the opportunity to visit our area, please take a look at fishing in the Sebastian State Park recreation area. Captain Richard Bradley of the Lagooner Fishing Guide took my son and dad fishing with Lagooner last week. These were my sons for the first time of deep-
sea fishing. Well needless to say, it was his best experience in a long time. He caught 50 pounds of swim fish on his first catch. He wore it to reel it, but it was all worth it. We all fished a different variety of fish. I've got a barracuda! King Mackerel and Kobia were also caught. And we have to
take them home to eat! Richard definitely made the experience memorable and enjoyable! We had such an explosion and his knowledge of fishing and his experience as a boat captain are unparalleled. We will definitely be booking with Lagooner again next year. Thank you Richard and
Gina for a great time with Lagooner Fishing!! More Took My Mom for her first fishing trip on Mother's Day. She's 76 years old and wanted to catch the big one! Richard's Lagooner Fishing was terrific. Taught her some tricks, took us to her secret fishing spot and helped her catch
WHOPPER! I highly recommend this experience for all ages! Thank you Richard Bradley ❤️ s think more captain Richard is amazing - knowledgeable, polite, and very helpful with pointers and tips. It always will amaze us on several kinds on each trip. Wow, what a great day on the
water. Captain Richard was absurdly knowledgeable with a great sense of humor to boot. Would definitely recommend this to any an anglers at any level of experience. Caught a fish mess and had an absolute blast doing it.read more Great Day on the water with Richard. He knows his stuff
and is just an amazing guy. Very recommended. From booking our charter to returning to port, the Lagooner Fishing Team has been top notch all the way. I learned very quickly that when Captain Richard went quiet and looked into the distance that the bites were nearby. He's like some
kind of fish whisperer and uses his sixth sense to quickly and efficiently put the meat on the deck. I can't thank Lagooner Fishing enough for making some great memories for my wife, father-in-law and myself.read more great people. That's great. ... ✌ We went yesterday and were great.
We've caught a lot and can't say enough good things about the captain Radio from other others complained while we were catching 30-40 pounds of Kings and Kobia. Wouldn't go with anyone elseread any more you won't find anyone who knows fishing better than Richard. He and Gina
are the greatest. Well, the equipment is stored. Excellent customer service. A great experience from start to finish had a blast picking up some big black drums, cobia, and other species! Richard is the master of these fish, and will show you a great time here in Cocoa Beach!!! More Had a
great time. I'll definitely be back. Richard and Gina are really great people. Since I first fished with Richard about 8 years ago, I try to come back every year. Aside from providing a great fishing experience, they have become good friends. Try the lagoon. You won't regret it! read more My
wife and I chartered Captain Richard for both the ocean and the inland rivers. We had a lot of experience catching royal mackerel, barracuda and spotted trout. Captain Richard knows how to put you on the fish and takes stunning pictures of us with our catch. Definitely would have gone on
another fishing trip with Captain Richard.read more My grandson and I had a great time with Captain Richard. When we returned to the area we plan to book with Lagner Fishing again My son and I had a great time on the ocean today with Captain Richard. Fishing was great, took home two
big fish king and Spanish mackerel. If they were for dinner tonight, it would be so delicious. We saw a lot of dolphins, a few huge sea turtles, manat and shark. There was not only fishing, but also a great adventure of nature. Loved feeding the remnants of fish bait to pelicans and forest
forests. I STRONGLY recommend taking this trip. Worth every penny.read more He took money from my Acct without my permission, so don't give him information about your debit car My son and his friend had the best time of his life... quotes Graham and Nick ... Captain Richard was
fantastic caught by some amazing fish We had a slow start but Captain Richard made sure we got on the fish. it was a great time with great people, we had an absolutely amazing experience. Couldn't have asked for a better fishing trip. Thanks to Captain Richard. My wife and I loved our
time on the water with Captain Richard! Thank you for a great trip! After 10 years in a row fishing with Captain Richard we look forward to being number 11 this year. We always eat and fish a lot of fish. We always look forward to meeting Captain Richard, Gina and their girls. Dana and
Sheila from Ohio count more Richard is an excellent guide with lots of great stories. It's worth the time and the money. We've left with many times in the last 5 years. The last time it was 12/27/16, we caught red fish, blue fish, mangrove perch, nest and snooker. My husband and I both
caught a red fish... 7, 12, 20 and 30 pounds another day on water.read more I will definitely come back again. Captain Richard was great. There was a blast and it was good with my 10 years Feel free to book a trip with Him. You won't be disappointed. We fished for 1/2 day and Cptn
Richard made sure we had a good time. We would go again and recommend it for others! Fish on!! Read more I enjoyed Captain Richard, it was a lot of fun! He is very knowledgeable and funny ! Haneys will definitely be booking another experience soon! Coming soon! fishing guides
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